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INSTRUCTOR CORNER

GROWING WITH OTHERS
Jeffery Dunn, B.M., Guitar Instructor
When I began my musical journey at age 10, I
was fortunate to be surrounded by friends who
were doing the same thing I was. Being a
musician can be an extremely isolating lifestyle
with little reference to how you are actually
growing. Some of the best advice I can give to
young students is to find people their age who
are playing an instrument.
This discovery helps to motivate both sides to
become better players. My best friend would
show up to school the next day and say, “Dude, I
lear ned how to play Master of Puppets
yesterday!” I would then feel motivated to learn
the same song so we could play it together,

20 1 9 I N ST R U CT OR OF T HE Y EAR
Ja ke Ra m i r ez , M . M . ,
Guitar Instructor

which is what we
often did. My first
“band” played at
our middle school
on the last day of 8th grade, and we didn’t stop
performing together all the way through to high
school.
It may seem like it doesn’t matter, but I can’t
imagine where I’d be if I had never had these
experiences growing up. This doesn’t mean that
one can’t grow on their own. Many musicians
have fantastic careers as soloists, but playing with
others is just way more exciting in my opinion.

STUDENT OF THE MONTH

Jake is an awesome
instructor who has a built
a really strong relationship
with each of his students.
His students thoroughly
enjoy their lessons, and we
always receive
enthusiastic feedback
talking to students and
parents. Congratulations,
Jake!
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Israel is truly an amazing student. He
has a passion for music and a work
ethic that is second to none. Israel
doesn’t shy away from a challenge
and is willing to work meticulously on
any music I throw at him. It’s been a
pleasure to work with him for the past
couple of years, and I am proud of his
growth as a guitarist in that short
time.
- Randy Naranjo, Guitar Instructor
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